


The following d10 list of goblin-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s tundras, deserts, swamps, 

oceans, mountains, forests, and more. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the ideas 

listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A large forked tree that appears very similar to a slingshot. A goblin tribe has attached an elastic cord to it and uses 

it to launch adventurers’ gear (or adventurers) miles out into the wilderness as a cruel punishment. 

2. A trinket and bobble trading stand on the side of a highway run by an elderly goblin couple. The two goblins fight 

and bicker constantly, often ignoring customers entirely as their conversations get increasingly heated.

3. A young hill giant’s abandoned tree house which a goblin tribe has claimed as their new hideout. Due to its size, the 

goblins have had to build scaffolding and ramps to reach most doors, tables, and windows.

4. An enormous wooden pegasus on wheels which was left behind by an army after their war came to an end. A clan of 

goblins now lives inside of it and use giant boars to pull their mobile home from region to region.

5. A cold, foggy swamp which a band of goblins navigates aboard their rickety long boat built from crocodile skin. A 

giant snapping turtle is strapped to the front of the ship which attacks anything that gets too close.

6. An abandoned mine that a group of resourceful goblins has renovated into a makeshift amusement park. Anyone 

may ride the (dangerously unstable) mineshaft carts through the mine like a rollercoaster for 1 gp.

7. An abandoned roadside tavern which a small group of goblins uses to host their weekly cockatrice and giant rat 

fights. Anyone is allowed to attend and place bets as the fights are always rigged in the goblins’ favor.

8. A rundown woodworking mill on the side of the river which nearby goblins use to build weapons, traps, and battle-

ments. Nearby villagers claim that the saws and axes inside the mill have a life of their own.

9. A desert oasis where exiled goblins are left to die. The bottom of the oasis pool is riddled with hundreds of goblin 

bones and the few palm trees that grow around it are covered with thousands of tally marks.

10. An underground doomsday shelter built by a paranoid goblin Queen. Inside the shelter are years worth of rations and 

a deck of many things to keep the goblin Queen entertained during the “impending apocalypse.”

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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